ACCOMMODATION
Natural textures provide purity in form. Our uncomplicated living spaces invite guests to relax in genuine comfort and style. The partition designs on the walls provide the nostalgic vibe of a Japanese home. The live-edge wood vanity brings nature into the room, allowing guests to feel grounded and close to nature in these rooms in the sky.

AMENITIES
Complimentary wireless Internet access, non-alcoholic beverages, snacks and local phone calls // Upscale bath amenities // Fast-fill deep soaking tub // Bathrobe, yukata and slippers // Hair dryer // Large LCD television // Bluetooth speakers // In-room safe

NEIGHBORHOOD
LOCATED On the top six floors of the 52-storey Toranomon Hills building // Offering breathtaking views of Tokyo Tower, Tokyo Bay, Sky Tree and the Imperial Palace grounds // Easy access to Ginza shopping, the lively areas of Shimbashi, Akasaka and Roppongi // Within 10 minutes walking distance from Toranomon and Kamiyacho Tokyo Metro stations and the JR Shimbashi station

AT YOUR SERVICE
Spa and fitness centre // Room service // Airport meeting and greeting // Airport limousine bus // Dry cleaning and laundry // Currency exchange // Wireless Internet access

DINING & ENTERTAINMENT
THE TAVERN - GRILL & LOUNGE (51ST FLOOR)
Grilled cuisine prepared with Japanese seasonal ingredients // Dining area, lounge and bar area // Dynamic open kitchen // Contemporary wood art on the ceiling
ROOFTOP BAR (52ND FLOOR)
Great vibe with indoor and open-air seating // Cocktails based on premium teas and fresh seasonal fruits // Breathtaking views of Tokyo
THE SUSHI (52ND FLOOR)
An authentic sushi experience // Eight seat counter // A selection of fine sake
BEBEU (1ST FLOOR)
Café and bar // Creative burgers and grill menus // Indoor and outdoor seating // Lounge area // For eating in or takeaway
PAstry SHOP (1ST FLOOR)
Beautiful variation of éclairs and mini-éclairs // Large selection of fine pastries and baked goods // Elegant packaging // For eating in or takeaway
A0 SPA & CLUB (37TH FLOOR)
Urban apothecary spa // Blend bar features seasonal fresh ingredients // Five treatment rooms // 20 m (66 ft) pool // Latest gymnasium equipment from Technogym®

SALON SPACES
ANDAZ LOUNGE
A refined and relaxed space, just like a living room // Wooden tables and lanterns made of washi paper reflecting Japan’s cultural emphasis on beauty and purity of form // 24 hours of complimentary refreshments
ANDAZ STUDIOS
Featuring three studios for dining, events and conferences, as well as four studios fitted for smaller customized events // All studios have unparalleled views of Tokyo // Creating a barrier-free environment tailored to the personal style of guests
WEDDINGS
The city’s highest stand-alone chapel // Rooftop studio overlooks an open-air terrace // Tokyo studio has expansive views of the city in two directions